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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present a system designed by VECSYS,
in collaboration with LIMSI, to generate and synthesize high
quality broadcast messages. The system is currently undergoing evaluation tests to automatically generate and broadcast messages about weather and airport conditions. The
generated messages are alternately broadcast in French and
in English.
This paper focuses on the synthesis aspects of the system which synthesizes messages by concatenation of speech
units stored in the form of a dictionary. The texts corresponding to the messages to be synthesized and broadcast
are automatically generated by a server, and transmitted to
the synthesis component. Should the system be unable to
generate the message from existing entries in the dictionary,
the system permits a human operator to record the message
which is subsequently broadcast.

INTRODUCTION

Air trac control services are responsible for assuring
air travel under the safest and most regular conditions
possible. As such, they are charged with regulating the
ow of air trac, of avoiding accidents, and of transmitting timely information and alerts during landing and
takeo (airport control) and for ights within the control area. It is the air trac controller, located in a
regional control center who assures direct contact with
the airplane pilots. One important aspect of the communication is the transfer of information about meteorological conditions, local and regional, and information
particular to the airport such as runways open for takeo and landing, and conditions on the runways.
The system DIVA, (DI usion Vocale Automatique
des informations meteorologiques), has been developed
for the di usion of vocal information to pilots about
weather conditions (VOLMET) and about airport conditions (ATIS). The VOLMET messages are automatically composed and synthesized by a central server
(Aviation Civile d'Orleans-Bricy) for several regions in
France and transmitted by dedicated phone lines to the
regional control centers. The regional control centers
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broadcast these regional meteorological conditions to
aircraft in ight within the control region. The ATIS
messages provide information about local weather conditions and conditions particular to the airport. They
are destined to aircraft taking o or landing, and are
composed from local weather reports and from observations from the air trac controllers. Currently these
messages are recorded as needed by a controller on magnetic tape, and are continually broadcast. The messages
are updated as needed throughout the day by di erent
operators, with di erent voice qualities which appears
to the pilots as inconsistencies in the qualities of the
recordings.
The goal of this work was to improve the quality of
the synthesis for VOLMET and to automatically generate messages for ATIS. The system has been designed
by the VECSYS Company, under a contract with the
STNA (Service Technique de la Navigation Aerienne).
A prototype system with permanent di usion of ATIS
messages accessible by telephone was delivered in January 1993. The system to automatically generate and
broadcast messages about weather and airport conditions should be in functional use by the end of 1993.
This paper focuses on the synthesis aspects of the
project, which were developed in collaboration with
LIMSI. While many techniques for speech synthesis
have been investigated over the years (see [3, 1, 5, 8]
for a review), in this work since the aim is high quality
message generation within a limited vocabulary domain
where all of the vocabulary elements are de ned in advance, synthesis by waveform concatenation has been
chosen so as to provide the most natural vocalised message. The system synthesizes messages by concatenation of speech units which are stored in the form of a dictionary. The speech units can be words, subword units,
or short phrases that are automatically extracted from
previously recorded task-dependent sentences, covering
the application vocabulary and syntax. The texts of the
information messages to be synthesized and broadcast
are automatically generated by a server, and transmit-
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ted to the synthesis component via an X25 connection.
In the cases where a message cannot be generated from
the existing entries in the dictionary, the system permits a human operator to record the message which is
subsequently broadcast.
Synthesis is performed by concatenation of the dictionary units according to the text string provided by
the message generator. Each text entry in the dictionary may have several associated prerecorded signals, so
as to be able to account for contextual variations. The
sequence of speech units are selected from the stored entries, using dynamic programming to optimize the overall quality of the synthesized message, by taking into
account the phonetic and/or word context, the pitch of
successive units, and punctuation markers. Messages
may be broadcast in French, in English, or alternating
French and English.

APPLICATION SPECIFICATION

The information messages to be broadcast are of the
type VOLMET or ATIS. The VOLMET message provide pilots with weather conditions in the control region,
and the ATIS messages provide information speci c to
the conditions at the airport, destined to pilots of aircraft taking o or landing at the airport. The messages
are continually broadcast on designated frequencies appropriate for the aircraft, and can also be heard over
the telephone. The synthesized messages are limited
to a maximum duration of 16 minutes. The length of
the messages and the language (French, English, or alternating French and English) are parameters of the
con guration which can be speci ed for each message
individually.
The composition of the information to be broadcast is
obtained from numerical codes received from a central
server and may be augmented by spoken information
by an on-site operator in conditions where the necessary dictionary units do not exist. For each application (weather conditions or airport conditions) the dictionary contains about 400 entries, and the number of
possible sentences that can be generated is on the order
of 1012. An example message from VOLMET is given
in Figure 1 and an example message for ATIS is given
in Figure 2.

MESSAGE GENERATION UTILITY

For the VOLMET information, the messages are automatically composed by a central server, and numeric
codes are transmitted via an X25 connection to the synthesis component. The di usion of the synthesized message is automatically controlled. In the case of ATIS,
two modes of operation are supported. The rst is automatic message composition, where the operator has the

biarritz , neuf-heures . trois unite zero
degres , zero six noeuds . superieurea-dix-mille-metres . trois-octas cumulus
deux trois zero zero-pieds . quatre-octas
stratocumulus cinq trois zero zero-pieds
. cinq-octas altocumulus huit trois zero
zero-pieds . temperature unite cinq ,
point-de-rosee unite zero . qnh-unite-zero
unite huit . nosig
biarritz , zero-nine . three one zero degrees , zero six knots . more-than-tenthousand-meters . three-octas cumulus
two three zero zero-feet . four-octas
stratocumulus five three zero zero-feet
. five-octas altocumulus eight three zero
zero-feet . temperature one five , dewpoint one zero . quebec-november-hotelone-zero one eight . nosig
Figure 1: Example message for VOLMET application in
French and in English.

possibility to verify the message, and to add a complementary message if needed. The second mode is manual, where the operator records the message to be diffused, and initiates the broadcast after veri cation.
The following commands are available to the operator
for message generation:








selection of the channel for di usion
selection of language of the message
synthesis of a message from a speci ed text (numerical form) or recording of a spoken message by
the operator
veri cation of the recorded message with simultaneous presentation of the text material
authorization to di use the resident message
authorization to destroy the current message, stopping its di usion

For both applications, the duration of the message
and the language can be speci ed. The current message
is repeatedly broadcast until a new message is received.
The new message will start to be transmitted after the
end of a current message cycle. Since it is important
that the information that is transmitted be accurate, in
cases of uncertainty, a message is stopped, and a default
message, identifying the station is transmitted until a
more accurate message is ready for transmission.
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DICTIONARY OF SPEECH UNITS

ici merignac, information uniforme enregistree a unite heure utc.
piste au decollage 2 7.
sur piste 2 7 flaques d'eau sur cent pour cent
de la piste 2 centimetres.
freinage douteux.
niveau de transition cinq zero.
attention pour les departs des specifications
seront donnees sur les frequences de controle.
si perte de contact sur 113 decimale 15,
passer sur unite 0 8 decimale 9 5.
attention presence d'oiseaux sur le terrain.
vent 0 8 0 degres, 9 noeuds.
portee visuelle de piste inferieure a 4 0 0 metres.
pluie.
nebulosite 6 octas cumulonimbus inferieur a
4 0 0 metres.
temperature unite 2 degres.
point de rosee 6 degres.
quebec foxtrot echo 1 0 1 7.
informez la rochelle, des le premier contact
que vous avez recu l'information uniforme.
this is merignac, information uniform recorded at 1 utc.
take off runway 2 7. on runway 2 7 water
patches on one hundred percent of the runway 2 centimeters.
braking action unreliable.
transition level five zero.
caution for departures climb instructions
will be issued on control frequencies.
if radio failure on 113 decimal 15 change to
1 0 8 decimal 9 5.
caution birds on the airfield.
wind 0 8 0 degrees, 9 knots.
rvr lower than 4 0 0 meters.
rain.
nebulosity 6 octas cumulonimbus lower than
4 0 0 meters.
temperature 1 2 degrees.
dew point 6 degrees.
quebec foxtrot echo 1 0 1 7.
inform la rochelle, on initial contact that
you have received information uniform.
Figure 2: Example message for ATIS application in French
and in English.

The dictionary of speech units for each application
(VOLMET or ATIS) contains entries for all elements
needed to generate all possible vocal messages. The
entries consist of variable-size units selected so as to
minimize the amount of material to be stored while assuring high quality speech generation. Thus, whenever
possible, phrases are concatenated to provide continuity when the contents are not variable, and smaller units
are used to compose the variable portions. There are
separate dictionaries for French and for English. For
each application there are about 400 entries, which allow the construction of the respective messages. Since
there is overlap in the vocabularies for the two tasks,
some of the dictionary elements are able to be shared
by the two applications.
The dictionary elements contain the International
Aeronautical Alphabet for the letters (alpha, bravo,
charlie, delta, ...,), and for the numbers. There are
some di erences in phraseology for English and French.
For example, in English all numbers are spoken as
digits strings: 1055 is spoken as \1"(one) \0"(zero)
\5"( ve) \5"( ve), whereas in French the same string is
pronouced \10"(dix) \55"(cinquante-cinq). The other
elements can be subclassed into carrier phrases, airport names, identi ers, terms describing the weather
and runway conditions, and times.
The dictionary entries were obtained by recording
sample phrases, sentences, and messages, and extracting the units to be used for concatenation. The sample
phrases were generated from a grammar that speci es
the syntax for each application. The syntax was created
using a utility, REBUS[4], which provides a graphical
interface for the user to build a context-free grammar.
In generation, the utility ensures that each vocabulary
item appears in the list of sentences, and that all possible types of sentences are represented. The program
also attempts to minimize the number of sentences necessary to cover the syntax and vocabulary. In order
to account for the variability observed in pronunciation
due to local stress and sentential position, several occurrences of each dictionary entry were included in di erent
positions.
The list of sample phrases were then read aloud by a
bilingual speaker, who read the sentence lists for French
and English. The recorded signal was automatically
segmented into the dictionary entries using a speech
recognizer[6] to align the text prompt with the signal.
The segmentations are used to de ne the start and end
of the recorded speech associated with each dictionary
entry. Associated with each dictionary entry are orthographic and phonemic transcriptions which are used
in selecting the units used to generate a message. Ini-
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tially minimal phrases were recorded so as to cover the
application vocabulary. However it was found that, particularly for French, the naturalness of the synthesized
messages was greatly improved when examples of longer
messages were recorded.

SYNTHESIS BASED ON
CONCATENATION

The synthesis of a given transmitted message entails
division of the message into dictionary entries, selection
of the best instance of the speech units for the sequence
of entries, and concatenation of the signal corresponding to the selected speech units with local smoothing to
avoid discontinuities. Synthesis by concatenation[2] of
pre-stored speech units has served as the basis of several
systems already developed by VECSYS in collaboration
with LIMSI. The technique has been particularly successful in the context where the synthesis serves to verify
phrases automatically recognized. One particular application in daily use at MSI is for the resynthesis of recognized numbers for control of inventory. The user reads
numbers such as the manufacturing identi cation numbers, the quantity in stock and the sale price, which are
recognized, and resynthesized for veri cation. For this
application the dictionary entries consist of disyllables,1
so as to handle the contextual variation observed across
word boundaries and to avoid the unnaturalness obtained when silences are inserted between words. Using
these units, 121 disyllable models can be used synthesize any sequence of digits, and 137 models can generate
the numbers from 0 to 9999 in French.
In order to select the \best" possible sequence of dictionary units to produce a given sentence, a sequence
cost is estimated for all the possible sequences corresponding to the sentence. This cost is obtained by
summing local costs including pitch discontinuity costs,
intra-segment pitch variation costs, phone context costs,
word context costs and end of sentence pitch cost. The
sequence of segments having the overall smallest cost is
chosen to synthetize the sentence. The search of this
\best" sequence is eciently performed by using a dynamic programming algorithm. The weights associated
to each cost type can either be xed by hand (based on
subjective quality measures) or can automatically be
obtained from a list of training sentences. In the later
case, the weights are obtained by minimizing the sum
of all the training sentence costs.
Silence segments of variable length are used to insure a good rhythm thus improving the naturalness of
the message. To avoid discontinuities due to concatenation, segment boundaries are placed at a beginning
1 A disyllable is de ned from the midpoint of one vowel to the
midpoint of the next vowel.[7]

of a pitch period for voiced segments and continuity is
assured for the signal and its rst derivative. Windowing the segment boundaries is often necessary to achieve
this goal.

DISCUSSION

An early version of the synthesizer did not use dynamic programming to select the optimal sequence of
speech units and also did not make use of pitch information. It was quickly observed that even relatively
small di erences in pitch between successive units were
very disturbing if this di erence was in opposition to
expected, natural pitch variations such as end of phrase
declination. The use of a few very simple rules (implemented as dynamic programming costs) to avoid inappropriate rises and falls of the pitch greatly aided the
naturalness of the concatenated message.
Early assessment of synthesis quality indicated the
need for recording entire example messages, rather than
simply short phrases covering the vocabulary items.
This greatly improved the naturalness of the synthesis,
particularly for French, by providing the correct intonation. It was also found that judicial use of variable
length silence aids the naturalness of the perceived message.
The complete system has been delivered and is being
integrated with the national server. Subjective evaluation of the synthesis quality is underway.
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